Introduction
Metamaterial ) interacts with electromagnetic waves in a resonant manner, affording us new giving rise to a new route for subwavelength photonic devices, such as compact antenna substrate (Li, Hang et al. 2005 ) and subwavelength resonant cavity Li, Hao et al. 2006) . Planar-type configuration,thanks to layer-by-layer fabrication technique, has been recognized as the most efficient and easiest way for the realization of metamaterials from microwave, terahertz, and optical regimes. And it is interesting to note that, in contrast to the common notion that the operational bandwidth of metamaterial is usually very narrow due to the local resonance nature, our recent studies show that planar metamaterial can be broadband in functionality Wei, Cao et al. 2011) .
It is worth noting that the studies on plasmonics and metamaterials are heuristic and beneficial to each other. Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) modulate light waves at the metal-dielectric interface with wavelength much smaller than that in free space (Raether 1988) ,which enables the control of light in a subwavelength scale for nanophotonic devices (Barnes, Dereux et al. 2003) . SPPs with large coherent length are useful in many areas, including optical processing, quantum information (Kamli, Moiseev et al. 2008 ) and novel light-matter interactions (Vasa, Pomraenke et al. 2008) . The enhancement of local fields by SPPs is particularly crucial to absorption enhancement (Andrew, Kitson et al. 1997) , nonlinear optical amplification (Coutaz, Neviere et al. 1985; Tsang 1996) and weak signal probing (Kneipp, Wang et al. 1997; Nie & Emory 1997) . Although SPP only exists in the visible and near-infrared regimes where free conduction-band electrons on a metal surface are driven by external fields, its analogue can be found in other frequencies where surface charge-density wave does not exists. With induced surface current oscillations on an array of metallic building blocks (Pendry, Holden et al. 1996; Pendry, Holden et al. 1999; Sievenpiper, Zhang et al. 1999; Yen, Padilla et al. 2004; Hibbins, Evans et al. 2005; Liu, Genov et al. 2006; Lockyear, Hibbins et al. 2009 ), a metamaterial surface can manipulate electromagnetic waves in a similar way as SPPs. Such spoof SPPs or surface resonance states on a meta-surface can be tuned by geometric parameters.
We will summarize our recent studies on planar metamaterials covering the modal expansion theory (Sheng, Stepleman et al. 1982; Lalanne, Hugonin et al. 2000; Wei, Fu et al. 2010; Wei, Cao et al. 2011) , the broadband enhanced
A method of modal expansion for planar metamaterials
The MEM is advantageous for analysis of electromagnetic transportation in planar metamaterial with layered geometry. The essence of MEM is to expand local EM fields in each layer as a series of in-plane envelope functions of eigenmodes. Let's demonstrate the formalism of MEM by solving the transmission spectra through one-dimensional metallic lamellar gratings with a thickness of h, as shown in Fig. 1 . For simplicity, metals are treated as perfectly electric conductors (PEC) and EM waves only exist in apertures with the metallic layer. 
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For a transverse magnetic (TM) polarized incidence from the free semi-space at z<0 (region I), the total magnetic fields in region I and region II (z>h), which are along x direction, can be expressed in terms of incidence, reflection and transmission coefficients D0, Rm and Tm, as 
By applying boundary continuum conditions at 0 z = and zh =− of the metal-air interfaces, we can obtain 
The coefficients l a and l b of forward and backwardwaveguide modecan be derived by Solving EQ.4, as www.intechopen.com 
where
One advantage of MEM is that the problem can be solved without solving the inverse matrix of , ml Ω , , lm χ so that the order of plane waves and that of waveguide modes are not necessarily be the same. At wavelength much larger than the array period, an 0 l ≠ high order mode is evanescent and contribute little to transmission and reflection as the z component of wavevector is a large imaginary number.And the calculation is quickly convergent by adopting only a few waveguide modes.We can also see from Fig.2 that the calculated transmission spectra converge qucikly with only 7 plane waves considered as well. It is noticeable that the inter-layer coupling of EM waves can be analytically dealt with projection integral between the in-plane eigenmode functions of two adjacent layers. Under the treatment of MEM, a three-dimensional EM calculation will be simplified to a problem in two dimension. Thus the semi-analytical method is much faster than the conventional numerical simulations such as finite-difference-in-time-domain (FDTD) method, finiteelement method etc. For metallic gratings, holey mesh, coaxial and split-ring structures, the method is quickly convergent by adopting only one or a few guided modes of metallic layers. The results shown in Fig.2 can be accomplished on an ordinary PC within a second, which is several orders faster than any other numerical methods. The method can, in principle, be generalized to a layered metallo-dielectric structure perforated with arbitrary shaped apertures as the in-plane functions of eigenmodes within each layer can always be solved by a standard algorithm for eigenvectors of a two-dimensional system.
Broadband transparency from stacked metallic multi-layers perforated with coaxial annular apertures
Extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) through metallic film perforated with subwavelength hole arrays has attracted considerable attentions since the pioneering study by T.W. Ebbesen and his coworkers Ghaemi, Thio et al. 1998 ). Substantial efforts have been devoted to exploring the physical origin of EOT, both theoretically and experimentally, due to the appealing prospect in related applications (Martin-Moreno, Garcia-Vidal et al. 2001; de Abajo & Saenz 2005; Gay, Alloschery et al. 2006; Liu & Lalanne 2008; Xiao, Jinbo et al. 2010; Bahk, Park et al. 2011) . Previous studies extensively investigated the EOT effects arising from the resonant tunneling of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) (Raether 1988; Barnes, Dereux et al. 2003 ) through the perforated metallic film. The frequency of such an EOT transmission peak is not only scaled to the period of hole arrays, but also very sensitive to the incident angle as the resonant tunneling occurs via the in-plane Bragg-scattering channels. Very recently, similar phenomena of the EOT through cascaded metallic multi-layers, which are perforated with one-dimensional gratings or two-dimensional hole arrays, have also been brought into attention (Miyamaru & Hangyo 2005; Ye & Zhang 2005; Chan, Marcet et al. 2006; Tang, Peng et al. 2007; Ortuno, Garcia-Meca et al. 2009; Marcet, Hang et al. 2010; Zhou, Huang et al. 2010) . The resonant coupling among the SPP modes on different layers can be tuned by the spacing distance and lateral displacement of hole arrays at different layers, leading to tunable transmission peaks and zeros in spectra. It is worth noting that, when the slit size is very large or some kinds of specific apertures are adopted, the waveguide resonant modes of a slit or aperture can also give rise to the phenomena of EOT by allowing electromagnetic waves to propagate through the metallic slab. The cut-off wavelength of guided resonance modes (Baida, Van Labeke et al. 2004; van der Molen, Klein Koerkamp et al. 2005; Wen, Zhou et al. 2005; Wei, Fu et al. 2010 ) is primarily determined by the geometry of slits or apertures, and thus can be much longer than the array period. Under this circumstance, the EOT can also occur at a rather low frequency which is not scaled to the array period,and is robust against the structure disorder (Ruan & Qiu 2006) . To the best of our knowledge, the EOT of metallic multi-layers arising from guided resonance modes has not yet been investigated before.
Here, we investigate the enhanced transmission of metallic multi-layers perforated with periodic arrays of coaxial annular apertures (CAAs). Modal expansion method (MEM) is developed to semi-analytically deal with the electromagnetic properties of the multilayered system. We show that the hybridization of guided resonance modes of CAAs in adjacent layers dramatically extends an enhanced transmission peak into a broad passband that is nearly reflectionless. The passband gets more and more broadened with sharper edges when the system contains more metallic layers. In contrast, these results can not be observed when the wave propagation is dictated by evanescent coupling of SPP modes (Miyamaru & Hangyo 2005; Ye & Zhang 2005; Chan, Marcet et al. 2006; Tang, Peng et al. 2007; Ortuno, Garcia-Meca www.intechopen.com Metamaterial 244 et al. 2009; Marcet, Hang et al. 2010; Zhou, Huang et al. 2010) . Measured transmission spectra are in good agreement with calculations for the model systems with different metallic layers. The broadening and varied fine structures of the EOT passband with the increase of metallic layers,can be understood intuitively by a physical picture of mode splitting of coupled atoms. The passband of the enhanced transmission for a system with only two or three metallic layers, covering a wide frequency range with sharp band-edges, can be estimated by calculated dispersion diagram under the assumption of infinite metallic layers.
A model system with n metallic layers perforated with square arrays of CAAs is of our interest. Figure 3 presents the front-view photo and schematic configuration of a sample with three thin metallic layers ( 3 n = ) and two sandwiched dielectric space layers. The aperture arrays deposited on different layers are aligned with no displacement in xy plane. The geometric parameters are the lattice constant 10mm p = of square arrays, the outer radius 4.8mm R = and inner radius 3.8mm r = of CAAs, and the thickness 0.035mm t = of metallic layer respectively. Each dielectric layer has a thickness of 1.575mm h = and a permittivity of 2.65 Under assumption of perfect electric conductor (PEC) for metals, the electromagnetic wave fields within a metallic layer only exist in apertures. In cylindrical coordinate system, the radial and angular field components E ρ and E φ inside an aperture of the metallic layer can be analytically expanded by the superposition of guided resonance modes of the aperture, as 
where l a and l b are the coefficients of forward and backward guided waves inside the CAAs, , predicting the passband of the n=10 model quite well, is also a good measure of the bandwidth of the n=3 sample. The total bandwidth is about 60% of the central frequency. In contrast, the EOT observed in multilayered systems of previous studies demonstrates a peak lineshape in spectra as it arises from the resonant tunneling of SPP modes among metallic films instead of guided resonance modes. And the broad passband we observed is not sensitive to the incident angle (not shown), while it is on the contrary when the SPP modes dominate. This work reports for the first time that enhanced transmission peak can be broadened through stacked metallic multi-layers perforated with CAAs. Taking advantage of the excitation of guided resonance modes of CAAs and interlayer coupling, the enhanced transmission of such a system with only three metallic layers can span a wide frequency range covering about 60% of the central frequency. The broadband utility shall have enormous potential applications in optoelectronics, telecommunication and image processing.
Broadband negative refraction from stacked fishnet metamaterial
Since J.B. Pendry proposed perfect lens (Pendry 2000) using left-handed materials (Veselago 1968) , sustained attentions have been drawn to the negative-index metamaterial (NIM) with simultaneously negative permittivity and permeability. The NIM, comprising of subwavelength metallic resonant units, has been designed and realized in both the microwave (Shelby, Smith et al. 2001 ) and optical regime (Liu, Guo et al. 2008) . Negative refraction and subwavelength imaging with NIMs have great application potentials in photonic devices (Grbic & Eleftheriades 2004; Belov, Hao et al. 2006; Wiltshire, Pendry et al. 2006; Freire, Marques et al. 2008; Silveirinha, Fernandes et al. 2008; Silveirinha, Medeiros et al. 2010) . Among various types of NIMs, one most promising candidate is the so-called fishnet NIM which comprises of alternating metal/dielectric layers perforated with twodimensional array of holes Beruete, Navarro-Cia et al. 2008 ; Navarro-Cia, Beruete et al. 2008 ; Navarro-Cia, Beruete et al. 2009 ). The simple structure also provides a feasible solution for optical NIM (Dolling, Enkrich et al. 2006; Zhang, Fan et al. 2006; Dolling, Wegener et al. 2007; Valentine, Zhang et al. 2008; Ku, Zhang et al. 2009 ).
In most of the previous studies on fishnet NIMs (Dolling, Enkrich et al. 2006; Zhang, Fan et al. 2006; www.intechopen.com
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2007; Beruete, Navarro-Cia et al. 2008 ; Navarro-Cia, Beruete et al. 2008; Valentine, Zhang et al. 2008; Ku, Zhang et al. 2009 ; Navarro-Cia, Beruete et al. 2009 ), the light waves are incident on the top interface of the metal/dielectric multi-layers. Thus the light waves can not penetrate into the structure below the cut-off frequency of air holes, and the negative index was retrieved only within in a narrow frequency range above the cut-off. In this section, a different incidence configuration is employed by impinging the light waves on the sidewall interface of fishnet NIM that is perpendicular to the metal/dielectric multilayers. As the uniformly spaced holey metallic layers of fishnet NIM constitute a multiple of slab waveguide channels filled with dielectric spacer layers, the incidence configuration of this kind enables us to fully exploit the optical properties of the fishnet NIM in the long wavelength limit. We show that the evanescent coupling between the slab waveguides gives rise to all-angle negative refraction and sub-wavelength imaging in a wide frequency range starting from zero.
Figure 7 schematically illustrates the structure of our stacked fishnet metamaterial and the incidence configuration. The metal/dielectric layers are lying in ˆx y plane. The square arrays of air holes perforated on metallic layers are aligned along z axis without lateral displacement in ˆx y plane. The period of the hole array, the thickness of metallic layer and dielectric layer are p=6.0mm, t=0.035mm and h=1.575mm respectively. The line width of metallic strips along x direction w=0.2mm is the same as that along y direction, and the size of square holes is a=p-g=5.8mm. The dielectric constant of the dielectric layer is r ε =2.55. The EM incidence waves are propagating in the ˆx z plane with an incident angle of θ . k ≠ states on this branch originate from the evanescent coupling between the adjacent slab waveguides via the TE 10 mode of holes (noting that the overlap integral between a high order of guided Bloch mode and local mode of air hole is not zero). Figure 9 (a) presents the charts of equi-frequency surface (EFS) analysis for the 0 y k = states to further reveal the characteristics of this band. All curves in Fig. 9 (a) are in a hyperbolic-like lineshape, which indicates that all-angle negative refraction occurs in the ˆx z plane at low frequency regime starting from zero. At lower frequency the curves in Fig. 9 (a) become much more flat, which means that the waves are also strongly collimated inside the structure along the direction parallel to the metal/dielectric layers. A numerical proof of negative refraction is shown in Fig. 9 (b) . In our FDTD simulations, a monochromatic one-way Gaussian beam in the ˆx z plane with a frequency at 11GHz is incident from upside at an incident angle of 30 o . The fishnet model is stacked with 500 metal/dielectric layers along z direction. Given the periodicity of hole arrays and the incidence configuration, 60 periods along x direction and one period along y direction are adopted for the metal/dielectric layers in space domain. The negative refraction is clearly shown in Fig. 9 (b) with the magnetic field distribution in xz plane. The black arrows denote the directions of energy flow in the free space and fishnet structure. A refraction angle of -16.2 o , retrieved from the refracted direction of the energy flow or the negative Goos-Hanchen shift alternatively, is in good agreement with the estimate in EFS analysis. We also see from Fig. 9 (b) that almost no reflection occurs as the incidence can easily propagates inside the structure by coupling with the guided Bloch modes in the slab waveguide channels. The optical properties of such a system can be described with the coupled wave equation (Haus & Molter-Orr 1983; Eisenberg, Silberberg et al. 2000; Pertsch, Zentgraf et al. 2002) by considering the coupling between the n th waveguide channel and its nearest neighbors, the (n-1) th , (n+1) th waveguide channels, as:
Where () n ax denotes the wave fields in the n th slab waveguide, C is the coupling coefficient, and β is the propagation constant of free photons in dielectric. Under the periodic boundary condition along z direction, the dispersion of the system takes the form as
where x k and z k are the vector components along the x and z directions. At 0 z k = , the coupling coefficient 0 C = is zero (as aforementioned no evanescent coupling occurs) and we have x k β = which is rightly the light line in the dielectric. While C is always negative when 0 z k ≠ in the limit of long wavelength [which can be deduced from the charts in Fig. 8  (a) ], giving rise to all-angle negative refraction. We note that the silver/dielectric multilayered structure also supports all-angle negative refraction in a certain optical frequency regime under the same incidence configuration of our study (Fan, Wang et al. 2006) . The long range SPPs play an important role for the negative refraction. We also note that, at long wavelength limit, a holey metallic surface can be homogenized into a single-negative medium with electric response in the form of Drude model (Pendry, Martin-Moreno et al. 2004) . The plasmon frequency is rightly the cut-off frequency of air holes. Thus it is reasonable for us to consider the stacked fishnet metamaterial as an artificial plasmonic waveguide array. The negative coefficient C implies that for the eigenstates on the lowest branch, the spatial field distributions are anti-symmetric with respect to the plane of air holes. If our findings are applicable in optical regime, the most field energy shall propagate outside the lossy metal film with anti-symmetric field distribution, and low loss is expected. The picture may be helpful as well to explain the low loss measured in a recent experiment about fishnet optical NIMs (Zhang, Fan et al. 2006; Valentine, Zhang et al. 2008) .
One important application of all-angle negative refraction is flat lens. The imaging performance of our stacked fishnet metamaterial is examined by the brute-force FDTD numerical simulations. As shown in Fig.10 , a monochromatic point source with a frequency at 11GHz is located 15mm away from the surface at the left side of the fishnet structure. The snap shot shown in Fig. 10 (a) clearly indicates a high-quality image achieved at another side of the structure about 15mm away from the interface. The image resolution can be checked by the normalized magnetic field profile at image plane. As illustrated in Fig. 10 (b) , along z axis, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the field profile is 10mm about one-third of the wavelength. The FWHM at a lower frequency still remains at about 10mm, leading to a better resolution in subwavelength scale along the z direction. But a longer structure is required due to strong collimation effect at lower frequency. In conclusion, the fishnet metamaterials can operate as plasmonic waveguide arrays. The broadband negative refraction, subwavelength imaging in the long wavelength limit have great potentials for photonic devices in microwave, THz and even in the optical regimes.
Spatially coherent surface resonant states derived from magnetic meta-surface
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) can modulate light waves at the metal-dielectric interface with wavelength much smaller than that in free space (Raether 1988) ,which enables the control of light in a subwavelength scale for nanophotonic devices (Barnes, Dereux et al. 2003) . SPPs with large coherent length are useful in many areas, including optical processing, quantum information (Kamli, Moiseev et al. 2008 ) and novel light-matter www.intechopen.com
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interactions (Vasa, Pomraenke et al. 2008) . The enhancement of local fields by SPPs is particularly important as it opens a new route to absorption enhancement (Andrew, Kitson et al. 1997) , nonlinear optical amplification (Coutaz, Neviere et al. 1985; Tsang 1996) as well as weak signal probing (Kneipp, Wang et al. 1997; Nie & Emory 1997) . As the properties of SPP are pretty much determined by the natural (plasmon) resonance frequency, there is not much room for us to adjust the SPP response for practical applications. With induced surface current oscillations on an array of metallic building blocks (Pendry, Holden et al. 1996; Pendry, Holden et al. 1999; Sievenpiper, Zhang et al. 1999; Yen, Padilla et al. 2004; Hibbins, Evans et al. 2005; Liu, Genov et al. 2006; Lockyear, Hibbins et al. 2009 ), metamaterial surfaces can manipulate electromagnetic waves in a similar way as SPPs. Such SPPs or surface resonance states on structured metallic surfaces are tunable by geometric parameters.
Here, we examine the properties of surface resonance states at a dielectric-metamaterial interface that exhibit magnetic response to the incident waves and strong local field enhancement. We will see that these surface resonance states can give highly directional absorptivity and emissivity, and may thus help to realize interesting effects such as spatially coherent thermal emission. As the structure is very simple, it can be fabricated down to the IR and optical regime (Grigorenko, Geim et al. 2005; Shalaev 2007; Boltasseva & Shalaev 2008) . We will show that a thin metamaterial slab, with a thickness much smaller than the operational wavelength, supports delocalized magnetic surface resonance states with a long coherent length in a wide range of frequencies. Operating in a broad frequency range, these spatially coherent SPPs are surface resonance states with quasi-TEM modes guided in the dielectric layer that are weakly coupled to free space, and the coupling strength can be controlled by tuning structural parameters while the frequency can be controlled by varying structural and material parameters. The high fidelity of these surface resonance states results in directional absorptivity or emissivity, which is angle-dependent with respect to frequency. Finite-difference-in-time-domain (FDTD) simulations verify that the highly directional emissivity from the slab persists in the presence of structural disorder in the grating layer.
Such metal-dielectric-metal (MDM) structures were recognized as artificial magnetic surfaces with high impedance by the end of last century [12] . The incident waves induce surface current solenoids on the unit cells of the ultra-thin high-impedance surface, giving rise to magnetic susceptibilities. The magnetic response can be described with an effective permeability in Lorentz type (Sievenpiper, Zhang et al. 1999; Zhou, Wen et al. 2003) . After the concept of metamaterial being proposed (Engheta & Ziolkowski 2006) , P. Alastair and his co-workers numerically and experimentally proved that the ultra-thin MDM structures can resonantly absorb or transmit radiations at low frequency limit (Hibbins, Sambles et al. 2004) . They addressed that the central frequencies of absorption peaks are independent from the incident angle with an interpretation of Farby-Perrot resonant mode (EQ. 1 in Ref. 22) . The same group further explored the angle-independent absorption, as the main scenario of the incremental work, by measuring the flat bands of surface wave dispersion in the visible (Hibbins, Murray et al. 2006) as well as the microwave region (Brown, Hibbins et al. 2008) . In contrast, we find that the structures with proper design also supports very narrow absorption peaks which are sensitiveto the incident angle and obviously do not satisfy to the Fabry-Perot resonance condition suggested in the previous studies. It is worth noting that an angle-independent peak is quite different from an angledependent one in physics origin. The former, investigated in Refs. 22-24, comes from the localized surface resonance states, while the latter, found by us, comes from the collective surface resonance states. Mode analysis presents An an intuitive picture for the formation of these collective surface states. When high order quasi-TEM modes are dominant components of the guided waves inside the dielectric layer they will assign phase correlation to the outgoing waves emitted from the air slits of grating, thus are very crucial to the formation of collective response. Weak enough both the leakage from dielectric layer to air slits and the material absorption, the spatial coherence of surface resonant states will survive. As the interaction between the structure and the incident waves will excite quasi-TEM modes inside the dielectric layer, the magnetic induction must be parallel to the MDM surfaces if it exists. Thus a surface resonant state on a MDM structure is usually magnetic in nature. Our findings about spatially coherent surface resonance states are original compared to the common knowledge, and have great potentials in coherent control of SPPs as well as thermal emission radiations.
Our model system is schematically illustrated in Fig. 11 . Lying on the ˆx y plane, the slab comprises an upper layer of a metallic lamellar grating with thickness t, a dielectric spacer layer as a slab waveguide with thickness h and a metallic ground plane. The metallic strips are separated by a small air gap g, giving rise to a period of p=a+g for the lamellar grating. Each metallic strip together with the ground plane beneath it constitutes a planar resonant cavity as the building block that gives magnetic responses at cavity resonances (Sievenpiper, Zhang et al. 1999; Lockyear, Hibbins et al. 2009 ). As the metallic grating is along the x direction, the guided waves in the dielectric layer (at 0 zh << in region III) shall always couple to the incident waves with a non-zero component 0 x E ≠ of electric field.
As a first step, we consider a transverse magnetic (TM) polarized incident plane wave in the free semi-space (at zht >+ in region I). is the vacuum permeability. In general, we also derived the method for a plane wave incidence with any specific wavevector and any specific polarization.
We shall mainly consider infrared frequencies, at which the metals can be well approximated as perfectly electric conductors (PEC). The EM fields at hzht ≤≤+ in region II are squeezed inside the air gaps, in which the magnetic fields can be expressed in terms of the expansion coefficients l a and l b of forward and backward guided waves, as:
where ( m guided and reflected waves by applying the boundary continuity conditions for the tangential components of electromagnetic wave fields (over the slits) at the interfaces zh = and zht =+. Given that surface resonance modes are intrinsic response, we can also assign zero to the incident plane wave and apply the boundary continuity conditions for the tangential components of wave fields to derive the eigen-value equations. A surface resonance state can be determined by searching a zero value / minimum of eigen-equation determinant in the reciprocal space provided that it is non-radiative/radiative with infinite/finite life time below/above light line in free space.
We derived the absorption spectra of the slab 
Ak ω  gives information about the surface resonance states as well as the emissivity properties as governed by Kirchhoff's law (Greffet & Nieto-Vesperinas 1998) . We shall assume that the dielectric spacer layer is slightly dissipative by assigning a complex permittivity Fig. 12 (a) , we present the absorption spectra at various incident angles. The spectra exhibit a low and broad peak at 13.2THz which is almost independent of the incident angle, while the other absorption peaks at higher frequencies are narrow and sensitive to the incident angle with a maximum absorption approaching 100%. The slab thus acts as an all-angle absorber at 13.2THz, but exhibits sharp angle-selective absorption peaks at higher frequencies. Shown as solid and dashed lines in Fig. 12 (b) , the sharp angular dependence of absorption coefficients (note that the vertical axis is in log-scale) at 40.0THz and 54.3THz implicitly implies the existence of spatially coherent surface resonance states. The angle-dependent absorption peaks become lower and disappear gradually with the increase of the material loss. This presents a way to realize nearly perfect absorption with weakly absorptive materials by coherent surface resonance states. The coherent length of a surface resonance state can be estimated by the ratio of the wavelength λ and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) θ ∆ of the absorption peak (Greffet, Carminati et al. 2002) at 40THz, which means that the coherent length of the surface resonant modes can be controlled by the gap-period ratio / g p . It is worth noting that, although k y =0 is assumed for the calculated results shown in Fig. 12 , the angle-dependent absorption peaks are readily obtained for any specific incident angle.
To quantitatively characterize the formation of these spatially coherent surface resonance states, we employ the eigenmode expansion method to calculate the surface resonance www.intechopen.com Metamaterial 256 dispersion (in the limit of no material loss) as shown in Fig. 13 (b) .The 1 B surface resonance states lie below the light line 2 L (magenta dashed line), and thus are non-radiative as evanescent modes. The surface resonances labeled as 2 B originate from the coupling of the fundamental magnetic resonance modes of the metal strip structure with the free space light line 2 L . The surface resonances 3 B and 4 B are harmonic modes of the magnetic resonances that hybridizes with the guided mode inside the dielectric layer. The calculated reflection phase difference between the 0 th order reflected and incident electric field, as shown in Fig. 13 (a) Fig. 13 (a) ], is a dark state as its eigenmode is in mirror symmetry about the yz plane and can not couple with free space photons. While the other 3 B states can couple with external light under oblique incidence [see the blue line in Fig. 13 (a) The angle-independent absorption peak at 13.2THz is due to the 2 B mode, which is only weakly dispersive near the zone center. The more dispersive 3 B and 4 B modes are accountable for the incident-angle sensitive absorption in the higher frequencies in Fig. 12 We can see clearly that the electric fields reach maximum in strength at the slab upper surface, and exponentially decay along the surface normal into the free space. This is precisely a picture of SPP modes. The field patterns comes from the coincidence of the evanescent wave components in high Bloch orders at both sides of metallic grating. Although only TEM guided modes are allowed to be excited in the thin MDM slab within the frequency of our interest, the 2 B states are quite different from the 3 B and 4 B states in field patterns inside the dielectric layer. We see from Figs. 14 (b), 14 (c) ,14 (e)and 14 (f) that for a 3 B or 4 B state, there are nodes and anti-nodes in field patterns, while for the 2 B state, the magnetic field is almost uniformly distributed. Calculations on local field enhancement inside the dielectric slab resolve the puzzle. Black solid line in Fig. 15 Figure 15 also indicates that the enhancement of local field of an excited 3 B or 4 B state can be ten times larger than that of an excited 2 B state, the enhancement factor at 50.22THz is about 100 times, while it is only 10 times at 13.2THz. L (for air) grazing on the interfaces. In the limit of a small gap-period ratio ( /0 . 0 5 gp = for example), our system is weakly Bragg-scattered, and as such, when a surface resonance state on branches 3 B or 4 B is excited, the induced wave fields inside the dielectric of region III are guided quasi-TEM modes dominated by 1 st ± Bloch orders. For that reason, the 3 B and 4 B states have high fidelity even though they are leaky modes, as most of their Bloch wavefunction components lying outside the free space light line. As the air gaps of the metallic grating serve to couple the electromagnetic waves of region I and region III, the quality factor of a resonance state can be estimated with the overlap integral between the fundamental waveguide mode Fig.  15 , the induced local field is 100 times stronger than the incident field for the state on 3 B ; while it is only 10 times stronger for 2 Γ , and this is consistent with the absorptivity shown in Fig. 12 (a) . In addition, the coherent length can be adjusted by the gap width as the kernel We note that most of the attentions in previous studies have been devoted on the localized B 2 states (Hibbins, Sambles et al. 2004; Hibbins, Murray et al. 2006; Brown, Hibbins et al. 2008; Diem, Koschny et al. 2009 ). While the spatially coherent surface resonance states will lead us into a new vision about coherent control of emission radiations. J.-J. Greffet and coworkers showed that highly directional and spatially coherent thermal emission can be obtained by etching a periodic grating structure into a SiC surface (Le Gall, Olivier et al. 1997; Carminati & Greffet 1999; Greffet, Carminati et al. 2002; Marquier, Joulain et al. 2004 ). The magnetic resonant modes in our system can do the same, as will be demonstrated below. Our system has the advantage that the operational frequency is tunable by changing the structural parameters, and the operational bandwidth is wide. In addition, our structure supports all-angle functionality for some specific range of frequencies as shown in Fig. 16 , although it is periodic only in one direction.
We performed finite-difference-in-time-domain (FDTD) simulations to emulate the emissions from a slab containing point sources with random phases using the same configuration parameters aforementioned. We purposely put disorder in structure to test the robustness of the phenomena. We assigned two Gaussian distributions (they can be uniform distributions or other types as well) independently to the width of metallic strips and the center positions of air gaps to introduce a 4% (standard deviation) structural disorder. The slab has a lateral size of 60 periods along the x direction. A total of 1200 point sources with random phases are placed at the mesh points inside the dielectric layer. Directional emissions of a wide range of frequencies above 34THz are confirmed by the simulation. The 4% structural disorder has little impact on the directional emissivity. Fig. 16 (a) , 16 (c) and 16 (e) show the far-field emission patterns in the ˆx z plane (H-plane) at 40.0THz, 54.3THz and 58.0THz. The inset in Fig. 16 (c) is a control calculation in which the top metal gratings are removed, so that there is just a dielectric layer with random phase sources above a metal ground plane. The directivity of emission from the random sources is lost. Fig. 16 (b) , 16 (d) and 16 (e) present the absorptivity (under plane wave incidence) as a function of in-plane wave-vector (solid angle) at these frequencies. The strong angle selectivity of the absorption is evident, and by Kirchhoff's law, the thermal emission should also be highly directional, which is a direct consequence of the good spatial coherence of the surface resonance states. As shown in Figs. 16 (b) , 16 (d) and 16 (f), the absorption/emission peaks generally trace out an arc in the k x -k y plane, but near 54.3THz [ Fig. 16 (d) ], the dominant emission beam is restricted to a small region near the zone center. This is because the 4 Γ state is a minimum point if we consider the band structure in the k x -k y plane. That means that at 54.3THz, we can obtain a directional emission beam not just in the H-plane, but in all directions, although the structure is periodic in only one direction. . In FDTD simulations, 1200 point sources with random phases are placed at the mesh points inside the dielectric layer. A 4% structural disorder is included in the80μmsimulation cell, which accounts for the slight asymmetry of the radiation patterns, but also demonstrates the robustness of the angle selectivity with respect to disorder.The inset in (c) is a control calculation in which the top metal gratings are removed, so that there is just a dielectric layer with random phase sources above a metal ground plane. The directivity of emission from the random sources is lost.
We note that there are other schemes to realize coherent thermal radiations, such as by utilizing three-dimensional photonic crystals (Laroche, Carminati et al. 2006) or onedimensional photonic crystal cavities (Lee, Fu et al. 2005) . Our metamaterial slab presents a route to achieve linearly polarized coherent thermal emission radiations in a wide frequency range which can be tuned by adjusting structural parameters and material parameters.
In summary, we proposed a simple metamaterial slab structure that possesses spatially coherent magnetic surface resonance states in a broad range of frequencies. These states facilitate nearly perfect absorption in a thin metamaterial slab containing slightly absorptive materials. As the absorption spectrum is very narrow and sensitive to incident angle, the slab should support directional thermal emission. Direct FDTD simulation with random-phase sources corroborates the existence of strong angular emissivity even in the presence of structural disorder. As the surface resonances originate from artificial resonators, the operational frequency and the response can be tuned by varying the structural configurations. Our findings constitute a simple solution for coherent control of thermal emissions, optical antennas, infrared or THz spectroscopy as well as photon detector.
Conclusion
We have shown that a strategy of stacking a multiple layers of holey metallic slabs can give rise to wide transparency band. The multi-layered structure, well known as fishnet metamaterial, also supports broadband negative refraction and sub-wavelength imaging provided that the light waves are incident on its sidewall interface. We also show that coherent control of spontaneous emission radiations can be realizing in a wide frequency range by utilizing spatially coherent magnetic surface resonance states of a magnetic metasurface. The modal expansion method, developed for magnetic meta-surface and multilayered holey metallic slabs, is very fruitful for semi-analytical interpretation on the behind physics picture of planar metamaterials. 
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